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Anonymous Authentication of Membership in Dynamic GroupsStuart E. SchechterHarvardstuart@post.harvard.edu Todd C. ParnellMITtparnell@mit.edu Alexander J. HarteminkMITamink@mit.eduFebruary 25, 1999AbstractWe present a protocol for authenticating an individual's membership in a group withoutrevealing that individual's identity and without restricting how the membership of the groupmay be changed. Existing protocols that authenticate membership by identifying individualsdo not provide anonymity. Those in which members share a common key require a new key tobe distributed whenever an individual leaves the group.To overcome these limitations we introduce the veri�ably common secret encoding to con-struct anonymous authentication protocols. These protocols both authenticate membershipwithout identifying the member and enable a trusted third party to add and remove membersof the group instantly, in a single message to the authenticator. Applications in electronic com-merce and communication can now provide anonymous authentication while accommodatingfrequent changes in membership. Because a veri�ably common secret encoding grows linearlywith the size of the group, we describe techniques for partitioning groups to improve perfor-mance.keywords: anonymity, authentication, key replacement, veri�ably common secret encoding1 IntroductionWe present a protocol for authenticating an individual's membership in a group without revealingthat individual's identity and without restricting the frequency with which the membership of thegroup may be changed.Authenticating membership in a group is a common task because privileges, such as the right toread a document, are often assigned to many individuals. While permission to exercise a privilegerequires that members of the group be distinguished from non-members, members need not bedistinguished from one another. Indeed, privacy concerns may dictate that authentication beconducted anonymously.For instance, subscription services such as The Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition [16] requiresubscribers to identify themselves in order to limit service to those who pay, but many subscriberswould prefer to keep their reading habits to themselves. Employee feedback programs, whichrequire authentication to ensure that employees can report only on their satisfaction with theirown supervisor, also stand to bene�t from enhanced privacy. Adding anonymity protects thoseemployees who return negative feedback from being singled out for retaliation.1



Most existing systems that authenticate membership in a group do so by identifying an individual,then verifying that the individual is a member. The requirement that an individual must identifyherself to authenticate her membership can be eliminated by distributing a single group identitykey to be used by all group members. However, this approach makes supporting dynamic groupsunwieldy: whenever an individual is removed from the group, a new group identity key must bedistributed to all remaining members. Not until every member receives this key can authenticationbe performed anonymously.We achieve anonymous authentication using veri�ably common secret encodings. This new primitiveenables us to extend anonymous authentication to dynamic groups in which a trusted party may addand remove members of the group in a single message to the authenticator. We also enable membersto replace their authentication keys if these keys should become compromised. Furthermore, ourprotocols ensure that even if a key does become compromised, all previous and future transactionsremain anonymous and unlinkable.Section 2 of this paper introduces some notation and conventions. Section 3 presents a set ofrequirements for anonymous authentication protocols. In Section 4, we de�ne a veri�ably commonsecret encoding and list the operations supported by this primitive. We use these encodings inSection 5 to create an elementary anonymous authentication protocol. In Section 6, we extendthis elementary system to provide key replacement. In Section 7, we give a trusted third partythe ability to add and remove group members by communicating only with the authenticator. InSection 8, we show how to encode, decode, and verify VCS vectors, an implementation of veri�ablycommon secret encodings. Section 9 describes how to scale anonymous authentication for verylarge groups. We provide a context for our research by discussing related work in Section 10 andthen conclude in Section 11.2 ConventionsThroughout this paper, we refer to any individual requesting authentication as Alice. The au-thentication process exists to prove to the authenticator, Bob, that Alice is a member of a group,without revealing the Alice's name or any other aspect of her identity. When a trusted third partyis needed, we call him Trent .All parties are assumed to have a public-key pair used for identi�cation. We represent public keysusing the letter p and secret (or private) keys using the letter s. For any message m and key p,we de�ne fmgp to represent public-key encryption or the opening of a signature. For any messagem and key s, we de�ne fmgs to represent public-key decryption or signing. Symmetric encryptionof message m with key k is represented as Ek [m]. When necessary, messages to be signed areappended with a known string to di�erentiate them from random strings. Messages sent by eitherBob or Trent are also assumed to include a timestamp.The set P is a set of public keys associated with a group. An individual whose public key is in Pis called a member of P. More precisely, a member of P is an individual possessing a secret keys corresponding to a public key p 2 P, such that for the set M of messages that may be encodedusing p, 8m 2M; m = ffmgpgs. To be authenticated anonymously is to reveal only that one is amember of P. This de�nition of anonymity provides privacy only if there are other members of P.We thus assume that the set P is public knowledge and that one can verify that the public keys inP are associated with real individuals. 2



Finally, we assume that all communication takes place over an anonymous communication chan-nel [3, 7, 13, 14]. This prevents an individual's anonymity from being compromised by the channelitself.3 Requirements for Anonymous Authentication ProtocolsThe following three requirements are essential to anonymously authenticate membership in P.Security: Only members of P can be authenticated.Anonymity: If an individual is authenticated, she reveals only that she is a member ofP. If she is not authenticated, she reveals nothing.Unlinkability: Separate authentication transactions cannot be shown to have beenmade by a single individual.Note that the above de�nition of anonymity is the broadest possible, since security requires thatonly members of P can be authenticated.The authenticator may choose to compromise security by authenticating an individual who is not amember of P. Similarly, an individual may choose to forfeit her anonymity by revealing her identity.Therefore, we must assume that authenticators act to maintain security and that individuals actto preserve their own anonymity.The above requirements do not account for the fact that membership in P is likely to change.Moreover, people are prone to lose their keys or fail to keep them secret. For a system to be ableto address these concerns, we add to the list of requirements the following:Key Replacement: A member of P may replace her authentication key with a newone and need only confer with the authenticator to do so.Dynamic Group Membership: A trusted third party may add and remove membersof P and need only confer with the authenticator do so.To make membership in P dynamic, a third party is trusted to add and remove members. If thisthird party is not trustworthy, he can manipulate the set P to reduce anonymity . For instance, ifhe shrinks P so that the group contains only one member, that member's identity will be revealedduring her next authentication transaction1.4 Veri�ably Common Secret EncodingsWe begin with a set of public keys, P. Recall that we de�ned a member of P to be an individualpossessing a secret key s corresponding to a public key p 2 P. A veri�ably common secret encodinge, of a value x, has the following properties:1In the case that a trusted third party cannot be agreed upon, anonymity can still be protected by imposing rulesgoverning the ways in which P can be modi�ed. These rules should be designed to prevent any excessive modi�cationof P that might compromise anonymity . Violations of the rules must be immediately detectable by an individualwhen she receives changes to P during authentication. 3



Secrecy: Only members of P can decode e to learn x.Commonality: Any member of P can decode e and will learn the same value x thatany other member of P would learn by decoding e.Verifiability: Any member of P can determine whether commonality holds for agiven value e, regardless of whether e is properly constructed.We manipulate this primitive using the following three operations:e  encode(x;P)x  decode(e; s;P)isCommon  verify(e; s;P)In the next three sections, we use these three functions to build anonymous authentication protocols.In Section 8, we provide a concrete algorithmic implementation for the functions.5 Anonymous AuthenticationWe start by presenting a simple anonymous authentication protocol that satis�es the requirementsof security , anonymity , and unlinkability . It establishes a session key y between Alice and Bob if andonly if Alice is a member of P. The protocol will serve as a foundation for more powerful systemsproviding key replacement and dynamic group membership to be described in Sections 6 and 7.This protocol requires that Bob be a member of P. If he is not, both Alice and Bob add pbob to Pfor the duration of the authentication transaction.5.1 The Authentication ProtocolBefore the authentication transaction in Figure 1 commences, Alice randomly selects a session keyy. She then encrypts y with Bob's public key to form message (1). This message, which represents arequest for authentication, may also be augmented to specify the group in whichAlice's membershipis to be authenticated.Alice Bobfygpbob(1) -Ey [fencode(x;P)gsbob ](2) � Ey [x](3) -Figure 1: An Elementary Anonymous Authentication Transaction4



In response, Bob randomly picks x. He creates a message containing a veri�ably common secretencoding of x, signs it, and then encrypts with the session key y. He sends this to Alice asmessage (2).Alice decrypts the message and veri�es Bob's signature to reveal a value e. If verify(e; salice;P)returns true, Alice is assured that e is an encoding that satis�es commonality . Only then does sheuse decode(e; salice;P) to learn x. If verify(e; salice;P) returns false, Alice cannot be assuredthat e satis�es commonality and halts the transaction.In message (3), Alice proves her membership in P by encrypting x with the session key y. Upondecrypting message (3) to reveal x, Bob concludes that Alice is a member of P. Authenticatedcommunication between Alice and Bob may now begin.Alice may later wish to prove that it was she who was authenticated in this transaction. We showin Appendix A how Alice may request a receipt for this transaction. With such a receipt in hand,Alice may, at any point in the future, prove the transaction was hers.5.2 Satisfying the RequirementsSecrecy ensures that only members of P can decode e to learn x. Security is therefore maintainedbecause an individual is authenticated only when she can prove knowledge of x. By requiring thatBob be a member of P we prevent Bob from staging a man in the middle attack in which he usesAlice to decode a veri�ably common secret encoding that he would not otherwise be able to decode.Commonality guarantees that any member of P can decode e and will learn the same value x thatany other member would learn by decoding e. If Alice is certain that e exhibits commonality , itfollows that by using x to authenticate her membership, she reveals nothing more than that she isa member of P.Veri�ability is required so that Alice may prove for herself that the encoding e exhibits commonality ,even though she did not create this encoding. Thus, by sending message (3) only when verify()returns true, Alice ensures that her authentication will be both anonymous and unlinkable. If Bobshould be malicious and attempt to construct e in a way that would allow him to discover Alice'sidentity from her decoding of e, veri�cation will fail. Alice will halt the transaction before shedecodes e. Since message (2) must be signed by Bob, Alice can use the signed invalid encoding asproof of Bob's failure to follow the protocol.The authentication transaction appears the same regardless of which member of P was authen-ticated. As a result, even an otherwise omniscient adversary cannot learn which member of Pwas authenticated by inspecting the transaction. Thus, even if Alice's key is compromised beforeauthentication, the transaction remains anonymous and unlinkable.6 Key ReplacementIn the protocol above, Alice uses a single key pair (p; s) to represent both her identity and hermembership in the group. Because she uses the same key pair for both functions, an adversary whocompromises her secret key s can not only authenticate himself as a member of P, but can also poseas Alice in any other protocol that uses s. Ideally, compromising the key used in the authentication5



process should not compromise Alice's identity. By using two key pairs, one to represent heridentity and one for authentication, Alice signi�cantly reduces the potential for damage should shelose her authentication key. Using two key pairs for the two separate functions also enables Aliceto replace a lost authentication key.We continue to use the pair (p; s) to identify an individual. Each member of P now generates anauthentication key pair (p0; s0) for each group in which she is a member. Because of the severeconsequences of losing s, we assume that s is kept well guarded. Because only s0 will be neededduring the authentication transaction, we only consider the case where an authentication key s0,not an identity key s, is lost or compromised. When s0 is lost or compromised, the individual candisable the key and obtain a replacement by conferring only with the authenticator.In order to validate her public authentication key p0, each member uses her secret identity key sto sign a certi�cate c = fp0gs. This certi�cate can be opened to reveal the public authenticationkey as follows: fcgp = ffp0gsgp = p0.To initialize the system, all members of P send their certi�cates to Bob. Bob collects all thecerti�cates to form the set C. The set of public authentication keys, P0, can then be generated byopening each certi�cate in C: P0 = ffcigpi : ci 2 Cg.6.1 Modi�cations to the Authentication ProtocolThe only modi�cation to the authentication protocol is to require Bob to add the set of certi�catesC to message (2). The augmented message will be labeled (2a):Alice BobEy [fC;encode(x;P0)gsbob ](2a) �>From the set of certi�cates C and public identity keys P, Alice computes P0 using the techniqueshown above. She then veri�es e using verify(e; s0alice;P0). If the encoding exhibits commonality ,Alice learns x from decode(e; s0alice;P0).6.2 The Key Replacement TransactionIf Alice believes her secret authentication key has been compromised, she simply generates a newauthentication key pair, creates a certi�cate for the new public authentication key, and sends thatcerti�cate to Bob. Bob returns a signed receipt to Alice acknowledging the new certi�cate. Sincewe assume that Bob acts to maintain security, we expect him to use Alice's new certi�cate andauthentication key2.2Even if Bob fails to use the new certi�cate, Alice can either proceed using her old key (in the case that it wascompromised and not lost) or can use the signed message (2a) as proof of Bob's failure to use the new certi�cate.
6



7 Dynamic Group MembershipWe now describe how a trusted third party, Trent , may be given sole responsibility for maintainingthe set of certi�cates C. To this end, Alice requires that any C used by Bob be signed by Trent .During the authentication transaction, message (2a) is replaced by message (2b):Alice BobEy [ffCgstrent ;encode(x;P0)gsbob ](2b) �If Alice is to be granted membership in P, she generates an authentication key pair, creates thecerti�cate calice, and sends it to Trent who updates C and distributes a signed copy to Bob. Toremove Alice from P, and thereby prevent her from being authenticated, Trent simply removesAlice's certi�cate calice from C and distributes a signed copy to Bob. In both cases, Bob and othermembers of P can compute the new P0 using P and the new set of certi�cates C.8 Constructing Veri�ably Common Secret EncodingsWe use public-key cryptography to construct veri�ably common secret encodings that we call VCSvectors. Assuming that Mi represents the set of messages that may be encrypted by a public keypi 2 P, the set of messages that may be encoded as a VCS vector for group P is M = TMi:A VCS vector encodes a value x as follows:~e [fxgp1 ; fxgp2 ; � � � ; fxgpn ] where n = jPjEncoding, decoding, and verifying VCS vectors can be performed by the following three functions:encode(x;P): ~e  ( [fxgp1 ; fxgp2 ; � � � ; fxgpn ] x 2M[] x =2Mdecode(~e; si;P): x  f~e [i]gsiverify(~e; si;P): isCommon  ~e = encode(decode(~e; si;P);P)When using VCS vectors, secrecy holds only if x is not revealed when encrypted multiple timeswith di�erent public keys. This is not true of RSA with small exponents [10] or Rabin3 [12]. Forthis reason, caution must be exercised when selecting a public-key encryption technique.3Rabin encryption can be modi�ed to permit secure multiple encryption of x. Given a hash function h() we modifyRabin as follows: Function Rabin Modi�ed RabinEncryption E(x) = x2 mod n E(x) = (x+ h(n))2 mod nDecryption D(c) = pc mod n D(c) = ((pc mod n)� h(n)) mod n7



Commonality holds because any secret key corresponding to a key in P can be used to decode ~e tolearn x. Decrypting ~e [i] with si yields the same secret x for all i.Any member of P can use decode() to learn x from ~e and then re-encode x using encode() toobtain a valid encoding of x. Because encode() generates a valid encoding, commonality will holdfor this re-encoded vector. If the re-encoded vector equals the original vector ~e, then ~e must alsosatisfy commonality . Hence, as long as encode() is deterministic4, we can verify the commonalityof any encoding ~e. Consequently, veri�ability is satis�ed.That the verify() operation can be expressed as a simple composition of the encode() anddecode() operations is a general statement, independent of how we construct our veri�ablycommon secret encodings. For this reason, if we can construct encode() and decode() oper-ations for which commonality holds, veri�ability becomes automatic. Thus, we can replace ourimplementation-speci�c de�nition of verify() with a general de�nition:verify(e; s;P): isCommon  e = encode(decode(e; s;P);P)9 Making Anonymous Authentication ScalableThe number of entries in a VCS vector grows linearly with the number of members of P, as doesthe time required to generate, transmit, and verify the entries. The same is true of any veri�ablycommon secret encoding5. This growth could make anonymous authentication impractical for verylarge dynamic groups.We can address this issue by authenticating using subsets of P. Individuals will now remainanonymous and unlinkable only among the members of their subset rather than among all membersof P. Because membership in a subset of P implies membership in P, security is not a�ected.We propose two ways of assigning subsets: random generation of single-use subsets during eachauthentication transaction and the use of a static assignment algorithm.9.1 Single-Use SubsetsDuring each authentication transaction, Alice selects a subset of P at random. To ensure hermembership, Alice augments the subset to include herself. She sends this subset to Bob whenrequesting authentication. Alice and Bob then use this subset in place of P for the remainder ofthe protocol.Alice picks her subset of P at the time she initiates the authentication transaction. If she haslimited long-term storage, she can select the subset by picking keys in P by their indices. She thenrequests keys in P from Bob by index at the start of the authentication transaction. To prevent Bobfrom sending fraudulent identity keys, Alice maintains a hash tree of the keys or their �ngerprints.4Probabilistic encryption [9, 1] may still be used. We simply make the encode() function deterministic by usingits �rst input parameter, the secret x, to seed the pseudo-random number generator.5The size of a veri�ably common secret encoding must be linear in the size of P. Suppose the size of an encodinge is sublinear (jej = o(n)). Since P has 2n possible subsets, 9P1; P2 � P such that P1 6= P2 and encode(x; P1) =encode(x; P2) = e. Without loss of generality, there is a member m of P1 who is not a member of P2. Commonalityfor P1 tells us that m can decode e, but secrecy for P2 tells us that m cannot decode e. This is a contradiction.8



Alice must be cautious when using single-use subsets. If external circumstances link two or moretransactions, Alice is anonymous only among the intersection of the subsets used for authentication.9.2 Statically Assigned SubsetsSubsets may also be assigned by a static algorithm such that each member of P is always assignedto the same subset Pi � P where SPi = P. These subsets may change only when members areadded or removed from P. As above, Alice uses Pi wherever she previously would have used P.Even if Trent picks the subsets, he may do so in a way that unwittingly weakens anonymity orunlinkability. Using a one-way hash function, preferably generated randomly before the membershipis known, ensures that no party can manipulate the assignment of individuals to subsets.10 Related WorkAnonymity is an essential feature of digital cash schemes [5]. The requirements of these schemesdi�er markedly, however, from those of anonymous authentication systems. In particular, digitalcash schemes do not allow for revocation of anonymous cash after it has been issued.In addressing anonymity in transactions, Chaum [4] assumes that institutions collect informationabout individuals who use those institutions' systems. He therefore proposes that individuals usedi�erent pseudonyms when conducting transactions with di�erent institutions to prevent thoseinstitutions from sharing information and linking user pro�les together. This fails to protect thosewhose right to use a system comes from a pre-existing relationship in which their identity is alreadyknown. Moreover, Chaum's approach does not provide unlinkability, leaving open the possibilityan individual might reveal her identity through behaviors that can be pro�led.Syverson, et al. [15] introduce a protocol for unlinkable serial transactions using Chaum's notion ofblinding [5]. The protocol is designed for commercial pay-per-use services and relies upon the possi-bility that any particular service request may be forcibly audited. An audit requires the individualto reveal her identity or risk losing future service. After passing an audit, the individual mustmake another request before receiving the service originally requested. If requests are infrequent,she may have to wait a signi�cant amount of time before making the second request lest the tworequests become linked. This system does not provide adequate anonymity if the timing of anyrequest indicates its nature, as audits can be made at any time. The system also cannot guaranteethat a revoked individual does not receive service, as that individual may still make a request thatis not audited.Group signatures schemes [2, 6] give an individual the ability to anonymously sign messages onbehalf of a group. Kilian and Petrank [11] exploit these signatures to create a scheme for identityescrow. Identity escrow provides anonymous authentication, though an individual's anonymity canbe revoked by a trusted third party. While individuals may be added to the signature groups, noprovision is made for removing members from these groups. Thus, group signatures in their currentform are not a su�cient primitive for anonymously authenticating membership in dynamic groups.
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